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december 2042 the imperial legion marches and war looms on the horizon jack mitchel and his misfit crew of rebels never
wanted a fight with the empire but the time for diplomacy has passed ruthless tech genius robert osmark is coming and
trailing behind him is a vast army determined to wipe the crimson alliance from the face of eldgard impossibly jack has
united the warring murk elf clans under his banner but even with their aid the alliance is still badly outnumbered and osmark
has some nasty tricks up his sleeves and while the long awaited battle unfolds an ancient evil stirs in the heart of viridian
gate online one that will change the game forever the imperial legion marches and war looms on the horizon jack mitchel
and his misfit crew of rebels never wanted a fight with the empire but the time for diplomacy has passed ruthless tech
genius robert osmark is coming and trailing behind him is a vast army determined to wipe the crimson alliance from the face
of eldgard impossibly jack has united the warring murk elf clans under his banner but even with their aid the alliance is still
badly outnumbered and osmark has some nasty tricks up his sleeves and while the long awaited battle unfolds an ancient
evil stirs in the heart of viridian gate online one that will change the game forever from james a hunter bestselling author of
rogue dungeon bibliomancer and the yancy lazarus series publius corvus struggling with the worthiness of his cause trains
with the imperial legion in the foothills but as he questions the empire and its goals he finds himself sent on a secret mission
in the mountains a mission he increasingly does not understand far away in the streets of imperial city with the skies full of
portent word spreads that the emperor s daughter has been kidnapped and rumors circulate of something else a new era a
new world a new red dawn between ad 161 and 244 the roman legions were involved in wars and battles on a scale not seen
since the late republic legions were destroyed in battle disbanded for mutiny and rebellion and formed to wage wars of
conquest and defence this volume explores the experience of the imperial legionary concentrating on legio ii parthica raised
by the emperor septimus severus in ad 193 4 it was based at albanum near rome and as the emperor s personal legion
became one of the most important units in the empire the positioning of the legions of the imperial roman army provides a
window into both the thinking and the course of events during the period from 30 b c to 300 a d when one can identify the
locations and date the redeployments of the legions it is possible to recreate the planning that caused the army to be so
placed redeployments of necessity shows a major shift of events or a significant refocussing of the strategic thinking of the
then ruling emperor at that particular moment this book starts from the assumption that a legion s headquarters remained
at a base until that legion was permanently posted to another base a legion might temporarily serve in another province
even for more than a year perhaps with its eagle present but know that it would return to its permanent base at any
moment in time a legion might have detachments serving in a variety of locations some of these detachments or vexillations
might be separated from the parent legion for long periods of time at great distances from its permanent headquarters a
great number of scholars have addressed the subject of legion locations usually one legion or one province at a time this
book attempts to formulate a seamless web of legion locations deducing from the evidence where the legions must have
been during the period it is a synthesis of what has been written before and is written with the expectation that in the future
new archeological evidence will further refine the information it contains a unique and splendidly researched story following
the trials and triumphs of julius caesar s legio x arguably the most famous legion of its day from its activation to the slogging
battle of munda and from thapsus caesar s tactical masterpiece to the grim siege of the jewish fortress of masada more than
a mere unit account it incorporates the history of rome and the roman army at the height of their power and gory glory
many military historians consider caesar s legions the world s most efficient infantry before the arrival of gunpowder this
book shows why written in readable popular style caesar s legion is a must for military buffs and anyone interested in roman
history at a critical point in european civilization t r fehrenbach author of this kind of war lone star and comanches stephen
dando collins paints a vivid and definitive portrait of daily life in the tenth legion as he follows caesar and his men along the
blood soaked fringes of the empire this unprecedented regimental history reveals countless previously unknown details
about roman military practices caesar s conduct as a commander and his relationships with officers and legionaries and the
daily routine and discipline of the legion from penetrating insights into the mind of history s greatest general to a grunt s eye
view of the gruesome realities of war in the classical age this unique and riveting true account sets a new standard of
exellence and detail to which all authors of ancient military history will now aspire the first novel in william c dietz s
acclaimed legion of the damned series there is one final choice for the hopeless the terminally ill the condemned criminals
the victims who cannot be saved becoming cyborg soldiers in the legion their human bodies are destroyed and they are
reborn as living weapons but when aliens attack the empire the legion must choose sides new perspectives on ancient
warfare explores the armies of antiquity from assyria and persia to classical greece and rome the studies illustrate the ways
in which technology innovation cultural exchange and tactical developments transformed ancient warfare by land and sea it
is two years after julian the last pagan emperor of rome has died in the disaster of his persian invasion and the east of rome
now is in chaos a usurper has appeared to challenge the rule of the emperor valens while all along the frontiers of the
empire the persians and the saraceni are rising up in war and revolt for one lonely legion marching south from damascus to
a transit camp these events conspire to lead it out into the hostile deserts and ruins deep in the lands of the saraceni there it
must garrison an abandoned fort far from home a fort riddled with betrayal and in whose shadow lies the awful legacy of a
dead emperor follow the exploits of the men and officers of the quinta macedonica legio as it makes a final stand far from
empire and succour from gaming consoles to smartphones video games are everywhere today including those set in
historical times and particularly in the ancient world this volume explores the varied depictions of the ancient world in video
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games and demonstrates the potential challenges of games for scholars as well as the applications of game engines for
educational and academic purposes with successful series such as assassin s creed or civilization selling millions of copies
video games rival even television and cinema in their role in shaping younger audiences perceptions of the past yet classical
scholarship though embracing other popular media as areas of research has so far largely ignored video games as a vehicle
of classical reception this collection of essays fills this gap with a dedicated study of receptions remediations and
representations of classical antiquity across all electronic gaming platforms and genres it presents cutting edge research in
classics and classical receptions game studies and archaeogaming adopting different perspectives and combining papers
from scholars gamers game developers and historical consultants in doing so it delivers the first state of the art account of
both the wide array of ancient video games as well as the challenges and rewards of this new and exciting field this
companion provides an extensive account of the roman army exploring its role in roman politics and society as well as the
reasons for its effectiveness as a fighting force an extensive account of the roman army from its beginnings to its
transformation in the later roman empire examines the army as a military machine its recruitment training organization
tactics and weaponry explores the relationship of the army to roman politics economics and society more broadly considers
the geography and climate of the lands in which the romans fought each chapter is written by a leading expert in a
particular subfield and takes account of the latest scholarly and archaeological research in that area this biography of the
roman emperor caracalla challenges his tyrannical reputation with a revealing narrative of his social reforms and military
campaigns caracallahas one of the worst reputations of any roman emperor many ancient historians were very hostile and
the 18th century english historian edward gibbon even dubbed him the common enemy of mankind yet his reign was
considered by at least one roman author to be the apogee of the roman empire he was guilty of many murders and
massacres including that of his own brother ex wife and daughter yet he instituted the antonine constitution granting
citizenship to all free men in the empire he was also popular with the army improving their pay and cultivating the image of
sharing their hardships historian ilkka syvanne explains how the biased ancient sources in combination with the stern
looking statues of the emperor have created a distorted image of the man he then reconstructs a chronology of caracalla s
reign focusing on his military campaigns and reforms to offer a balanced view of his legacy caracalla offers the first complete
overview of the policies events and conflicts he oversaw and explains how and why these contributed to the military crisis of
the third century pastor brian zahnd began to question the theology of a wrathful god who delights in punishing sinners and
has started to explore the real nature of jesus and his father the book isn t only an interesting look at the context of some
modern theological ideas it s also offers some profound insight into god s love and eternal plan relevant magazine named
one of the top 10 books of 2017 god is wrath or god is love in his famous sermon sinners in the hands of an angry god
puritan revivalist jonathan edwards shaped predominating american theology with a vision of god as angry violent and
retributive three centuries later brian zahnd was both mesmerized and terrified by edwards s wrathful god haunted by fear
that crippled his relationship with god zahnd spent years praying for a divine experience of hell what zahnd experienced
instead was the father s love revealed perfectly through jesus christ for all prodigal sons and daughters in sinners in the
hands of a loving god zahnd asks important questions like is seeing god primarily as wrathful towards sinners true or biblical
is fearing god a normal expected behavior and where might the natural implications of this theological framework lead us
thoughtfully wrestling with subjects like old testament genocide the crucifixion of jesus eternal punishment in hell and the
final judgment in revelation zanhd maintains that the summit of divine revelation for sinners is not god is wrath but god is
love second volume of a systematic and up to date account of roman warfare from the late republic to justinian the roman
empire at bay is the only one volume history of the critical years 180 395 ad which saw the transformation of the roman
empire from a unitary state centred on rome into a new polity with two capitals and a new religion christianity the book
integrates social and intellectual history into the narrative looking to explore the relationship between contingent events and
deeper structure it also covers an amazingly dramatic narrative from the civil wars after the death of commodus through the
conversion of constantine to the arrival of the goths in the roman empire setting in motion the final collapse of the western
empire the new edition takes account of important new scholarship in questions of roman identity on economy and society
as well as work on the age of constantine which has advanced significantly in the last decade while recent archaeological
and art historical work is more fully drawn into the narrative at its core the central question that drives the roman empire at
bay remains what did it mean to be a roman and how did that meaning change as the empire changed updated for a new
generation of students this book remains a crucial tool in the study of this period in a long planned perfectly executed coup
the academies of eloesus overthrow the imperial government and transport a foreign army to the empire s shores intending
to remake the nation according to their utopian vision as cities fall and the nation slips toward certain annihilation the lone
voice of imperium calls out for a renewed rise of an empire and a deluge of traitors blood the fifth and final novel of the
imperial chronicles series which began in unconquered son the successful coexistence of different ethnic linguistic and
religious groups within the same political boundaries depends in part on the resolution of the tension between uniformity
and separateness this volume reviews sources of tension and their resolution in a number of cases that may be considered
paradigmatic and which include nomads and muslims the serbs the armenians and the population of byzantine italy the
mechanisms of integration or acculturation and their various degrees of success are investigated as are the responses of
different groups in an effort to present some of the complexities of this society rich in its diversity and impressive in its
unicity
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december 2042 the imperial legion marches and war looms on the horizon jack mitchel and his misfit crew of rebels never
wanted a fight with the empire but the time for diplomacy has passed ruthless tech genius robert osmark is coming and
trailing behind him is a vast army determined to wipe the crimson alliance from the face of eldgard impossibly jack has
united the warring murk elf clans under his banner but even with their aid the alliance is still badly outnumbered and osmark
has some nasty tricks up his sleeves and while the long awaited battle unfolds an ancient evil stirs in the heart of viridian
gate online one that will change the game forever

The Framework of an Imperial Legion
1992

the imperial legion marches and war looms on the horizon jack mitchel and his misfit crew of rebels never wanted a fight
with the empire but the time for diplomacy has passed ruthless tech genius robert osmark is coming and trailing behind him
is a vast army determined to wipe the crimson alliance from the face of eldgard impossibly jack has united the warring murk
elf clans under his banner but even with their aid the alliance is still badly outnumbered and osmark has some nasty tricks
up his sleeves and while the long awaited battle unfolds an ancient evil stirs in the heart of viridian gate online one that will
change the game forever from james a hunter bestselling author of rogue dungeon bibliomancer and the yancy lazarus
series

Viridian Gate Online: Imperial Legion
2021-10

publius corvus struggling with the worthiness of his cause trains with the imperial legion in the foothills but as he questions
the empire and its goals he finds himself sent on a secret mission in the mountains a mission he increasingly does not
understand far away in the streets of imperial city with the skies full of portent word spreads that the emperor s daughter
has been kidnapped and rumors circulate of something else a new era a new world a new red dawn

Legions of Rome
2019-09-23

between ad 161 and 244 the roman legions were involved in wars and battles on a scale not seen since the late republic
legions were destroyed in battle disbanded for mutiny and rebellion and formed to wage wars of conquest and defence this
volume explores the experience of the imperial legionary concentrating on legio ii parthica raised by the emperor septimus
severus in ad 193 4 it was based at albanum near rome and as the emperor s personal legion became one of the most
important units in the empire

Soldier of the Empire
2003-12-17

the positioning of the legions of the imperial roman army provides a window into both the thinking and the course of events
during the period from 30 b c to 300 a d when one can identify the locations and date the redeployments of the legions it is
possible to recreate the planning that caused the army to be so placed redeployments of necessity shows a major shift of
events or a significant refocussing of the strategic thinking of the then ruling emperor at that particular moment this book
starts from the assumption that a legion s headquarters remained at a base until that legion was permanently posted to
another base a legion might temporarily serve in another province even for more than a year perhaps with its eagle present
but know that it would return to its permanent base at any moment in time a legion might have detachments serving in a
variety of locations some of these detachments or vexillations might be separated from the parent legion for long periods of
time at great distances from its permanent headquarters a great number of scholars have addressed the subject of legion
locations usually one legion or one province at a time this book attempts to formulate a seamless web of legion locations
deducing from the evidence where the legions must have been during the period it is a synthesis of what has been written
before and is written with the expectation that in the future new archeological evidence will further refine the information it
contains
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Imperial Roman Legionary AD 161–284
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a unique and splendidly researched story following the trials and triumphs of julius caesar s legio x arguably the most
famous legion of its day from its activation to the slogging battle of munda and from thapsus caesar s tactical masterpiece
to the grim siege of the jewish fortress of masada more than a mere unit account it incorporates the history of rome and the
roman army at the height of their power and gory glory many military historians consider caesar s legions the world s most
efficient infantry before the arrival of gunpowder this book shows why written in readable popular style caesar s legion is a
must for military buffs and anyone interested in roman history at a critical point in european civilization t r fehrenbach
author of this kind of war lone star and comanches stephen dando collins paints a vivid and definitive portrait of daily life in
the tenth legion as he follows caesar and his men along the blood soaked fringes of the empire this unprecedented
regimental history reveals countless previously unknown details about roman military practices caesar s conduct as a
commander and his relationships with officers and legionaries and the daily routine and discipline of the legion from
penetrating insights into the mind of history s greatest general to a grunt s eye view of the gruesome realities of war in the
classical age this unique and riveting true account sets a new standard of exellence and detail to which all authors of ancient
military history will now aspire

The Positioning of the Roman Imperial Legions
2008-04-21

the first novel in william c dietz s acclaimed legion of the damned series there is one final choice for the hopeless the
terminally ill the condemned criminals the victims who cannot be saved becoming cyborg soldiers in the legion their human
bodies are destroyed and they are reborn as living weapons but when aliens attack the empire the legion must choose sides

Caesar's Legion
1993-08-01

new perspectives on ancient warfare explores the armies of antiquity from assyria and persia to classical greece and rome
the studies illustrate the ways in which technology innovation cultural exchange and tactical developments transformed
ancient warfare by land and sea

Legion of the Damned
2000

it is two years after julian the last pagan emperor of rome has died in the disaster of his persian invasion and the east of
rome now is in chaos a usurper has appeared to challenge the rule of the emperor valens while all along the frontiers of the
empire the persians and the saraceni are rising up in war and revolt for one lonely legion marching south from damascus to
a transit camp these events conspire to lead it out into the hostile deserts and ruins deep in the lands of the saraceni there it
must garrison an abandoned fort far from home a fort riddled with betrayal and in whose shadow lies the awful legacy of a
dead emperor follow the exploits of the men and officers of the quinta macedonica legio as it makes a final stand far from
empire and succour

Financial Statement and Audit of the American Legion
2001

from gaming consoles to smartphones video games are everywhere today including those set in historical times and
particularly in the ancient world this volume explores the varied depictions of the ancient world in video games and
demonstrates the potential challenges of games for scholars as well as the applications of game engines for educational and
academic purposes with successful series such as assassin s creed or civilization selling millions of copies video games rival
even television and cinema in their role in shaping younger audiences perceptions of the past yet classical scholarship
though embracing other popular media as areas of research has so far largely ignored video games as a vehicle of classical
reception this collection of essays fills this gap with a dedicated study of receptions remediations and representations of
classical antiquity across all electronic gaming platforms and genres it presents cutting edge research in classics and
classical receptions game studies and archaeogaming adopting different perspectives and combining papers from scholars
gamers game developers and historical consultants in doing so it delivers the first state of the art account of both the wide
array of ancient video games as well as the challenges and rewards of this new and exciting field
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Proceedings of ... National Convention of the American Legion
2001

this companion provides an extensive account of the roman army exploring its role in roman politics and society as well as
the reasons for its effectiveness as a fighting force an extensive account of the roman army from its beginnings to its
transformation in the later roman empire examines the army as a military machine its recruitment training organization
tactics and weaponry explores the relationship of the army to roman politics economics and society more broadly considers
the geography and climate of the lands in which the romans fought each chapter is written by a leading expert in a
particular subfield and takes account of the latest scholarly and archaeological research in that area

Proceedings of ... National Convention of the American Legion
2015-12-17

this biography of the roman emperor caracalla challenges his tyrannical reputation with a revealing narrative of his social
reforms and military campaigns caracallahas one of the worst reputations of any roman emperor many ancient historians
were very hostile and the 18th century english historian edward gibbon even dubbed him the common enemy of mankind
yet his reign was considered by at least one roman author to be the apogee of the roman empire he was guilty of many
murders and massacres including that of his own brother ex wife and daughter yet he instituted the antonine constitution
granting citizenship to all free men in the empire he was also popular with the army improving their pay and cultivating the
image of sharing their hardships historian ilkka syvanne explains how the biased ancient sources in combination with the
stern looking statues of the emperor have created a distorted image of the man he then reconstructs a chronology of
caracalla s reign focusing on his military campaigns and reforms to offer a balanced view of his legacy caracalla offers the
first complete overview of the policies events and conflicts he oversaw and explains how and why these contributed to the
military crisis of the third century

Roman legion
1892

pastor brian zahnd began to question the theology of a wrathful god who delights in punishing sinners and has started to
explore the real nature of jesus and his father the book isn t only an interesting look at the context of some modern
theological ideas it s also offers some profound insight into god s love and eternal plan relevant magazine named one of the
top 10 books of 2017 god is wrath or god is love in his famous sermon sinners in the hands of an angry god puritan revivalist
jonathan edwards shaped predominating american theology with a vision of god as angry violent and retributive three
centuries later brian zahnd was both mesmerized and terrified by edwards s wrathful god haunted by fear that crippled his
relationship with god zahnd spent years praying for a divine experience of hell what zahnd experienced instead was the
father s love revealed perfectly through jesus christ for all prodigal sons and daughters in sinners in the hands of a loving
god zahnd asks important questions like is seeing god primarily as wrathful towards sinners true or biblical is fearing god a
normal expected behavior and where might the natural implications of this theological framework lead us thoughtfully
wrestling with subjects like old testament genocide the crucifixion of jesus eternal punishment in hell and the final judgment
in revelation zanhd maintains that the summit of divine revelation for sinners is not god is wrath but god is love

The Adjuster Insurance
2003

second volume of a systematic and up to date account of roman warfare from the late republic to justinian

United States Congressional Serial Set, Serial No. 14701, House
Documents Nos. 5-39
2002

the roman empire at bay is the only one volume history of the critical years 180 395 ad which saw the transformation of the
roman empire from a unitary state centred on rome into a new polity with two capitals and a new religion christianity the
book integrates social and intellectual history into the narrative looking to explore the relationship between contingent
events and deeper structure it also covers an amazingly dramatic narrative from the civil wars after the death of commodus
through the conversion of constantine to the arrival of the goths in the roman empire setting in motion the final collapse of
the western empire the new edition takes account of important new scholarship in questions of roman identity on economy
and society as well as work on the age of constantine which has advanced significantly in the last decade while recent
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archaeological and art historical work is more fully drawn into the narrative at its core the central question that drives the
roman empire at bay remains what did it mean to be a roman and how did that meaning change as the empire changed
updated for a new generation of students this book remains a crucial tool in the study of this period

Proceedings of the 84th National Convention of the American Legion
2010-07-12

in a long planned perfectly executed coup the academies of eloesus overthrow the imperial government and transport a
foreign army to the empire s shores intending to remake the nation according to their utopian vision as cities fall and the
nation slips toward certain annihilation the lone voice of imperium calls out for a renewed rise of an empire and a deluge of
traitors blood the fifth and final novel of the imperial chronicles series which began in unconquered son

Financial Statement and Audit of the American Legion
1875

the successful coexistence of different ethnic linguistic and religious groups within the same political boundaries depends in
part on the resolution of the tension between uniformity and separateness this volume reviews sources of tension and their
resolution in a number of cases that may be considered paradigmatic and which include nomads and muslims the serbs the
armenians and the population of byzantine italy the mechanisms of integration or acculturation and their various degrees of
success are investigated as are the responses of different groups in an effort to present some of the complexities of this
society rich in its diversity and impressive in its unicity

New Perspectives on Ancient Warfare
2012-04-09

The Bible dictionary
1863

The Nowhere Legion
2020-01-09

Cavalry
1806

Classical Antiquity in Video Games
1924

The Spirit of the Public Journals
2010-12-13

Hearings
2017-02-28
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A Companion to the Roman Army
2017-08-15

Caracalla
1807

Sinners in the Hands of a Loving God
1889

The Secret History of the Court and Cabinet of St. Cloud
2007-12-06

A Dictionary of Roman Coins, Republican and Imperial
1986

The Cambridge History of Greek and Roman Warfare
1891

Air University Review
1777

The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
2014-01-03

The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. By Edward
Gibbon, Esq; Volume the First [-sixth]
1857

The Roman Empire at Bay, AD 180-395
1840

History of Rome: From the Gaulish invasion to the end of the first Punic
War
2017-12-21

History of Rome
1887
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The Will of Imperium
1776

Palms
1998

The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire - Volume the
First

Studies on the Internal Diaspora of the Byzantine Empire
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